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Abstract
We review the recent progress achieved by our international collaboration on novel imaging
techniques based on high-brightness and highly coherent synchrotron sources. After outlining
the background, we will discuss the technical progress of recent years. Then, we will
exemplify the applications with a number of cases in materials science and life sciences, in
particular neurobiology. New results on metal electrodeposition will be used to practically
illustrate the impact of the techniques in this important technological area and in general its
potential for materials research. Finally, we will briefly comment on the foreseeable technical
improvements and on their positive consequences.

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Background

Microscopy using x-rays, in particular hard x-rays, had quite
a limited scope during the first century after Roentgen’s
discovery [1]. This was primarily due to technical problems
of two kinds. First, the brightness produced by x-ray sources
was quite limited: since (Liouville theorem) the brightness
is conserved in a lossless optical system, this had a negative
impact on all applications and in particular on microscopy.

The second technical problem affected the optical
components. Refraction, the standard mechanism to fabricate
optical devices for visible light, is very inefficient for x-rays
since the real part of the complex refractive index is close
to unity. Reflection is also inefficient except at low grazing
angles. And the short wavelengths impose very stringent
technical requirements on the micromorphology of the optical
devices.

This disappointing situation radically changed in recent
years, with a real and potential impact on a variety of research

6 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.

domains. Indeed x-rays, thanks to their high penetration in
condensed matter, the extreme values of their microscopy
diffraction limit and their spectroscopic properties, are an ideal
instrument to explore systems on the nanoscale. The recent
developments start to unlock their potential [2–11].

The two key elements in these developments match the
aforementioned difficulties. First, the progress in synchrotron
radiation sources [12] now provides x-rays of very high
brightness. This is primarily the result of progress in the
geometry of the emission, and therefore implies a simultaneous
improvement in lateral coherence. Modern synchrotron
sources are indeed reaching the diffraction limit for lateral
coherence in a non-negligible part of their emitted spectrum.

Second, the source progress was accompanied and
complemented by significant improvements in the technology
of x-ray optical devices [13]. This actually affected several
classes of devices, although in this paper we concentrate on
x-ray Fresnel zone plates (FZPs). As a consequence, key
parameters such as the lateral resolution have rapidly improved
over the past ten years, reaching now levels close to 10 nm with
no foreseeable saturation of the progress [14].
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Figure 1. Simplified scheme of an FZP.

Our objective here is not to present a comprehensive
history of these developments but to give the reader a flavour
of our own experience in this rapidly evolving field; we
will present the most recent milestones in our programme
and exemplify their applications to research. This last task
will be accomplished, in particular, by discussing in detail
the microradiology analysis of electrochemical processes,
which, historically, produced surprising results like metal films
building on gas bubbles [15].

Finally, we shall discuss the probable developments in the
near future. This is a relevant part of our review because of
the rapid developments in a new class of x-ray sources, the
free electron lasers (X-FELs) [16]. Quite recently, scientists
at Elettra in Trieste demonstrated [17] the first application of
seeding in this domain, opening up an entirely new domain
of applications that could further revolutionize hard-x-ray
microscopy and deserve special attention.

2. Development of a hard-x-ray microscopy project

Our team has been involved in the development of x-ray
microradiology with synchrotron radiation since the late
1990s. We were particularly interested in the fabrication of
advanced FZPs to focus low-wavelength radiation. Recently,
the technical evolution for hard x-rays has been significantly
accelerated [18–45].

FZPs are an effective response to the challenge of
fabricating optical devices for low wavelengths. X-ray
focusing cannot use the standard mechanisms for visible optics,
reflection and refraction. Calling 1 − δ − iβ the index of
refraction, x-rays are effectively reflected only at grazing
angles below ≈(2δ)1/2, a very small value of a few hundredths
of a radiant for hard x-rays. Thus, reflection-based x-ray
optics must work at extremely small grazing angles, facing
big technical challenges. Refraction by materials is also very
ineffective because of the small value of δ.

This makes FZPs, which are based on interference,
particularly attractive. A circular FZP (figure 1) includes
alternating absorbing and transmitting concentric zones.
Constructing interference produces focusing according to the
condition

(f 2 + r2
n)1/2 − f = nλ, (1)

where rn is the radius of the nth zone, λ is the wavelength and
f is the focal distance. For x-rays λ is small, thus rn � f ,
thus (f 2 + r2

n)1/2 ≈ f [1 + r2
n/(2f 2)], and

rn ≈ (2nλf )1/2. (2)

The conditions for the spatial resolution �x are derived [9]
from this equation using the Rayleigh criterion:

�x ≈ 1.22(f/D)λ,

where D is the FZP diameter. Calling rm the outermost zone
radius, D = 2rm and

�x ≈ 1.22f λ/(2rm). (3)

Thus, the resolution is related to the outermost zone width.
Note that the width �rm of the transparent outermost zone
(see equation (2)) is

[(2mλf )1/2 − [2(m − 1)λf ]1/2]]/2

= (2mλf )1/2{1 − [(m − 1)/m]1/2}/2

≈ (2mλf )1/2[1/(2m)]/2 = λf/[2(2mλf )1/2]

= λf/2rm, and

�x ≈ 1.22�rm. (4)

In other words, the lateral resolution of an FZP is as good as our
capability to produce very narrow outermost zones. This poses
formidable technical challenges, since the opaque zones must
be thick enough to absorb x-rays, whose absorption coefficient
is very small. Thus, x-ray FZPs require outermost zones
with a large ‘aspect ratio’, the ratio between thickness and
width. Achieving a large aspect ratio creates huge fabrication
problems and the risk of mechanical instability.

Furthermore, since D = 2rm = λf/(2�rm), a narrow
outermost zone corresponds to a small diameter: x-ray FZPs
are very small objects. Assuming typical values λ = 1 Å,
f = 3 cm, �rm = 20 nm, we get indeed D ≈ 75 µm.

FZPs can also exploit [13, 30, 46] higher order focusing
at f /3 and at the other odd fractions of the first-order focus.
However, the efficiency progressively decreases.

Efficiency, i.e. the fraction of radiation power that is
focused, is indeed a key problem for FZPs. One limiting
factor is the absorption by the absorbing zones. Another is
the focusing not at the first-order point but at higher orders
or at infinity. One can show [13] that maximum efficiency
occurs when neighbouring absorbing and transmitting zones
have equal widths and that the first-order efficiency is

E = 1/π2 ≈ 10%. (5)

For qth order focusing, one obtains

E = 1/(qπ)2. (6)

2
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Figure 2. Scheme of our process for fabrication of FZPs, using
e-beam lithography and electrodeposition: (1) and (2) coating of a
Si wafer with silicon nitride, (3) Au deposition, (4) and (5) opening
of a window, (6) coating with PMMA, (7) patterning by e-beam
lithography, (8) electrodeposition of Au in the pattern trenches and
(9) PMMA removal.

The efficiency can be improved, however, by using zones that
are not strongly absorbing but shift the phase [13, 47], and
eliminate the power lost to focusing at infinity. The theoretical
first-order value climbs in that case from 10% to >40%.

These theoretical values for pure absorption or pure phase
shift, however, are not quite realistic since the ‘opaque’ zones
of a real FZP produce both phase shifting and absorption. As
a consequence, the efficiency optimization in realistic cases
requires a compromise between the material composition, the
FZP geometry—in particular the zone widths—and the FZP
thickness. With such a choice, the theoretical effectiveness
can indeed exceed 40%.

2.1. Nanofabrication challenges

The challenges posed by the production of efficient x-ray
FZPs were tackled with a variety of approaches, including
dry etching with a hard mask and atomic layer deposition
(ALD) [27, 28, 48]. Our own programme is based on electron-
beam (e-beam) lithography and electrodeposition; a process is
schematically shown in figure 2.

The first step of this approach [13] consists in depositing
on both sides of a silicon wafer a silicon nitride film by
low-pressure chemical vapour deposition (LPCVD). On one of
the two sides, one then thermally deposits a medium-thickness
gold film.

From the silicon wafer thus processed, one obtains squares
of the order of a few mm. For each square, a window is
created on the side with no Au film by removing the nitride with
reactive ion etching (RIE). Chemical etching then eliminates
the silicon under the window. The result in the window area is
a nitride film covered by gold.

The next step requires creating a photoresist film by
spin-coating poly(methyl methacrylate) or PMMA whose
thickness can reach the µm level. This is the material on
which the FZP pattern can be ‘written’, the writing being

Figure 3. Two scanning electron micrographs of our FZPs,
emphasizing the thickness of the Au pattern as required to obtain
strong x-ray absorption.

performed by advanced e-beam lithography. After writing,
a ‘negative’ pattern is produced by developing the PMMA and
then eliminating residues with ultrasound cleaning.

The final step is the electrodeposition of gold inside the
‘trenches’ that form the negative FZP pattern in the PMMA.
After eliminating the PMMA by chemical processing, what
is left is the positive FZP pattern in gold over the Au-coated
nitride membrane.

Refinements of this procedure have produced over the
recent years a progressive improvement in the FZP quality
and performances. This was the result of a painstaking
optimization of the many different fabrication steps and of
the search of the best compromises between the different
parameters. The progress is not over and further improvements
are possible. However, the achieved performances already
open the way to exciting new research opportunities in a variety
of domains.

2.2. The progressive enhancement of resolution

Figures 3–5 illustrate some of the results of this optimization.
Specifically, we see examples of hard-x-ray FZPs with narrow
outermost zones, high aspect ratio and very good mechanical
stability. Figures 6–8 show examples of the images produced

3
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Figure 4. Scanning electron micrograph of the margin of one of our
FZPs; the outermost zone width is 30 nm.

Figure 5. Zoomed scanning electron micrograph similar to that of
figure 4, showing an FZP with 20 nm outermost zone width.

by these devices. In particular, figure 6 shows micrographs
of a mask used for the lithography step in the fabrication
of our FZPs, with 40 nm outermost zone width. Figure 7
refers to a periodic Si–SiMo multilayer with 15 nm periodicity.
Figure 8 shows an anodized Al2O3 slab with pores produced
by chemical etching, filled by BeTe; the pore diameter is
approximately 30 nm.

The overall resolution progress over time for our
programme is illustrated by figure 9 [14]. We see from
the image quality and from the quantitative estimates of the
resolution the fast track towards the present levels, 15 nm, and
towards the envisioned targets beyond 10 nm.

These results raise the important issue of how the
resolution is measured [13]. This is a delicate point since there
is no convergence in the literature towards a single method
and a single criterion. In some cases, comparisons can be
misleading or unfair.

Figure 6. Test of the performances of our FZPs: micrograph of a
mask used for lithography in FZP fabrication, with 40 nm outermost
zone width.

Figure 7. Microradiography of a periodic Si–SiMo multilayer with
15 nm periodicity.

Among the adopted standards, a popular one is the
Rayleigh criterion, theoretically related (equation (4)) to the
outermost zone width [13]. This theoretical value, however,
can be an overestimate in practical cases. In fact, it does not
take into account the important role of noise or, better, of the
noise-to-signal ratio.

A second approach [13] is empirical and based on the
smallest features that can be detected by somebody analysing
the image. In addition to its subjective character, this method
has other limitations that tend to overestimate the actual
resolution.

4
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Figure 8. Microradiography of an anodized Al2O3 slab with pores
produced by chemical etching and filled by BeTe. The typical pore
diameter is ≈30 nm.

Thirdly, one can use line scans, selecting features in the
images with an edge presumably narrower than the resolution
and measuring the intensity in the direction perpendicular to
it [13]. If one neglects the effects of the edge width and assumes
only instrumental broadening, the distance between the points
with 20% and 80% intensity equals 1.68 times the Gaussian-
broadening parameter σ . In turn, the Raleigh resolution is
≈2.77 times this parameter. The limitation of this approach is
primarily linked to the hypothesis of negligible effects of the
edge widths.

Other definitions of the resolution [13] realistically take
into account the noise. Specifically, the power spectrum
analysis (PSA) method Fourier-transforms the intensity of an
image, takes the square and then the azimuthal integral. Before
the Fourier transform, the image is normally filtered with a
window function to mitigate edge effects. The high frequency
cutoff of the Fourier spectrum presumably corresponds to the
smallest features in the image. If the intrinsic feature size is
smaller than the resolution, then the frequency cutoff is related
to the resolution.

Finally, the modulation transfer function (MTF) method
is best applied to test patterns with periodic lines of different
spatial frequencies. Calling Imax and Imin the maximum
and minimum intensities of the line series in the image, the
MTF is defined as (Imax − Imin)/Imax. By plotting the MTF
as a function of the line spatial frequency one can derive
the resolution. Specifically, the so-called ‘Rayleigh contrast
resolution’ corresponds to Imin/Imax ≈ 0.735. Presumably,
this approach and those related to it automatically take into
account the noise effects.

Whatever criterion is adopted to define resolution, the
progress of recent years is evident. The forthcoming
benchmark of 10 nm can be realistically defined, for example,
in terms of Rayleigh resolution and contrast.

3. Recent advances

As already mentioned, along the path towards this benchmark
the best resolution so far of hard-x-ray FZPs is ≈15 nm [14].
This level is derived with the Rayleigh contrast criterion
described above.

In addition to this impressive resolution level, hard-x-ray
FZPs offer several other positive features. A very important
one is of course the penetration of x-rays and the corresponding
possibility to study three-dimensional properties without very
thin sectioning of the specimens.

Furthermore, in addition to projection imaging we
demonstrated the feasibility of tomographic reconstruction
without sacrificing the spatial resolution and with limited
artefacts [29, 49]. This considerably extends the possibility
of analysing, in detail, three-dimensional properties on the
nanoscopic scale [50].

High-resolution imaging with advanced FZPs was also
implemented using the classic technique of Zernike phase
contrast [22, 51, 52]. The results show a marked improvement
in the image quality—in particular the contrast—without
deterioration in the resolution level.

As already mentioned, FZPs offer the opportunity to
work not only with first-order focusing but also with higher
(odd) orders [10, 13, 46]. The advantage is of course a
better resolution, but at the cost of a reduced throughput.
Higher order imaging was indeed demonstrated in several
cases [10, 13, 46, 53], enhancing the resolution performances
of this type of microscopy.

Another important development is imaging in a dark-field
configuration [54, 55]. This means detecting only scattered
waves and eliminating the unscattered transmitted waves. The
advantages are comparable to those of dark-field microscopy
in the visible range. This approach has been recently
demonstrated for hard-x-ray FZPs [54].

Another rapidly evolving technique for hard-x-ray
microscopy is coherent diffraction imaging (CDI) [56]. A
comprehensive discussion of this technique and its applications
is beyond the scope of this work. We would like to mention,
however, that hard-x-ray zone plates were used in these
studies to create curved-field illumination [57]. The results
of CDI in analysing three-dimensional structures, particularly
of biological specimens [58, 59], are of quality comparable to
those of transmission x-ray microscopy.

In addition to the improvements in the FZPs and in their
use, important advances were obtained in collateral fields. One
of the most important is the development of suitable contrast
agents for x-ray microscopy, a need not satisfied by standard
methods for visible and electron microscopy [14].

The most important applications of the advances in x-ray
FZP performances are in biomedical research. We show in
figures 10–12 some recent examples. Specifically, figure 10
corresponds to a thick tissue section of a mouse aorta [49].
Clearly visible in the images are the boundaries of the vessel
(marked by dashed lines) and red blood cells inside. The
nuclei of endothelial cells are also easily seen. Note the
three-dimensional character of this specimen: the capability
to analyse structures in three dimensions makes hard-x-ray
microscopy particularly powerful for tissue analysis.

5
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Figure 9. Progress in hard-x-ray FZP performances in recent years, illustrated by the spatial resolution �x and by selected images; figure
from [10].

Figure 10. Micrograph of a thick tissue section of a mouse
aorta [49]. Note the vessel boundaries (marked by dashed lines) and
the red blood cells inside. Also visible are the nuclei of
endothelial cells.

Figure 11 shows three images of a neuron specimen from
a mouse brain [14]. The progressive zooming reveals fine
details of the cellular structure and of the interconnections.
These images demonstrate that hard-x-ray FZP microscopy
is now capable of working at the subcellular level for animal
specimens. They are also a demonstration of effective staining,
in this case with the Golgi-Cox procedure. Here again we see
the advantages of hard-x-ray penetration: the specimen was
50 µm thick.

Figure 12 shows the micrograph of a HeLa cancer cell.
The dark spots reveal bare Au nanoparticles and nanoparticle
agglomerates that selectively accumulated at the periphery of
the nuclei. In this case, the cells were cultured on a Petri dish.
This result demonstrates the recent advances in staining: the
nanoparticles clearly reveal the nucleus.

Figures 13–15 illustrate representative results of tomo-
graphic reconstruction. In figure 13, we see some examples

from a set of 280 raw projection images of neuron cells from
mouse brain, taken at equal angular distances in the range from
−70◦ to 70◦. From this image set, reconstruction can yield any
desired view, such as the three examples of figure 14. Figure 15
shows a set of reconstructed images (from different angular
points of view) of a HeLa cell similar to that of figure 12,
including bare Au nanoparticles.

The above performances for cell imaging should be
compared with those of other techniques using x-rays. For
example, the above-mentioned CDI technique offers certain
advantages for whole cell imaging [60], which are potentially
important for X-FEL sources.

Soft-x-ray transmission microscopy achieved lateral
resolution levels similar to hard-x-ray microscopy and was
extensively applied to biological specimens [61, 62]. Taking
advantage of the water-window where soft x-rays produce high
contrast on carbon and water [63, 64], substantial structural
information at the subcellular level could be obtained without
heavy metal staining, with the radiation damage minimized by
cryogenic conditions [65]. The lower penetration and stronger
scattering with respect to hard x-rays, however, limit the
applications of soft-x-ray microscopy to single cell level [66].
Specific optical microscopies were proposed to complement
soft-x-ray microscopy and obtain simultaneous imaging of the
same subcellular area [67].

We note that the development of new x-ray sources based
on compact accelerators [68] or other approaches is potentially
important to the development of x-ray microscopy. Currently,
their brightness in the x-ray range is still far from synchrotron
sources. However, they are rapidly improving and benefit from
new technology discoveries [69, 70]. Thus, their small size
and easy access could play in favour of these laboratory-based
sources for specific critical applications, notably related to
biological specimens. These developments are potentially an
advantage for soft-x-ray microscopy because the new sources
are much more difficult to develop for shorter wavelengths.

4. An example of applications: electrochemistry
processes

Electrodeposition is a widely used industrial process that still
has many unclear issues [15]. In most cases, the morphology
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Figure 11. Micrographs of a neuron specimen from a mouse
brain [14].

on the scale of tens of nanometres plays an important and so
far largely unexplored role. Therefore, x-ray microscopy is an
ideal instrument to clarify the still unknown features.

Several examples of x-ray microscopy studies of this
process appeared in the recent literature [15, 18, 71–73]. One
of the most relevant was the clarification in 2002 of the
role of bubbles in the electrodeposition of Zn over Zn [15].
Quite surprisingly, the direct observation of the process
by microradiology revealed Zn growing directly on fast-
disappearing bubbles, thus leading to the creation of cavity

Figure 12. Micrograph of a HeLa cancer cell with bare Au
nanoparticles and agglomerates (the dark spots) accumulated at the
periphery of the nuclei.

defects. This result demonstrated the capability of the new
radiology to solve long-standing issues in this domain.

Other relevant recent examples concern the electrodepo-
sition of ramified Zn or Cu on Cu, and Ni on Cu [71–73]. In
each case, the microradiology images and movies revealed fine
details of the interplay between the local morphology and other
parameters. Once again, the role of bubbles was found to be
important and ubiquitous.

More recently, this line of research re-visited the
electrodeposition of Cu on Au improving the space resolution
with respect to previous studies. This revealed, for example,
the details of the nucleation process.

Microradiology thus becomes a challenge to chrono-
amperometry, the standard method for studying nucleation
in electrodeposition. Chronoamperometry is an important
method in electrochemical research [74, 75], notably to explore
metal nucleation by analysing the fluctuation in the transient
current. This approach can, for example, clarify nucleation
features such as the two-dimensional or three-dimensional
character, or the instantaneous or progressive growth [76, 77].
Such features are important since they can determine the
quality of the film.

Chronoamperometry, however, has some limitations and
does not directly and locally detect the growth morphology.
This is where microradiology can play an important role,
revealing the initial stages of nucleation and specifically the
evolution of individual islands.

We applied this approach to the electrodeposition of
copper, whose industrial importance is well known, for
example in microelectronics [78, 79]. We found that
microradiology offers advantages not only with respect to
chronoamperometry but also compared with other imaging
techniques. Atomic force microscopy [80–84], for example,
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Figure 13. Six of the 280 raw projection images of neuron cells
from mouse brain constituting a set used for tomographic
reconstruction.

encounters difficulties in dealing with large height variations
and has long image-taking times. Scanning electron
microscopy can only take images after each growth step
[85–87]. Transmission electron microscopy works only up
to a certain thickness [88–90].

X-ray microscopy automatically eliminates all these
problems. In the case of copper deposition, we could directly
monitor the growth of individual clusters revealing their growth
mechanisms. Depending on the electrolyte concentration, we
detected either three-dimensional progressive growth or three-
dimensional instantaneous growth.

4.1. Experimental procedure

Electrodeposition was performed with the three-electrode
approach. The counter and reference electrodes were 100 µm
Pt and 20 µm Cu foils, cut to an L-shape and inserted in a
specially designed miniature cell with the working electrode.
The cell consisted of two Si wafers coated with a 1 µm SiN3

layer, separated by a 500 µm thick Si wafer. Each lateral wafer
was etched to create a 1.5 × 1.5 mm2 window transparent to
x-rays.

Figure 14. Three examples of tomography reconstructed images
from the raw set of figure 13.

On one window, we built the working electrode by
evaporating 50 nm of Au on a 10 nm Cr adhesion layer.
Isolation between the working electrode and the other
electrodes was guaranteed by coating the Au layer with a
35 µm thick insulating SU-8 photoresist film. Within the
film there was a 0.5 × 0.5 mm2 square window patterned
by ultraviolet lithography, so that the SU-8 structure was a
square ring.

The electrolyte was analytical grade CuSO4 (99.5%,
SHOWA, Japan) mixed with 0.5M H2SO4 (95%, Sigma,
Switzerland) in deionized water. We used five different molar
concentrations: 0.05M, 0.09M, 0.13M, 0.17M and 0.21M. All
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Figure 15. Six tomography reconstructed images of a HeLa cell
with bare Au nanoparticles, similar to that of figure 12.

the electrodepositions were performed at room temperature
by applying a −0.5 V bias with an Autolab potentiostat–
galvanostat (PGSTAT 30, Metrohm Autolab BV, Netherlands).

Transmission x-ray microscopy was performed at the
32-ID beamline of the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne
National Laboratory, and at the 01B beamline of the Taiwan
National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center. Our full
field microscope uses a set of capillary condensers to shape
the monochromatic x-ray beam and focus it on the object. The
magnifying element was an Au FZP with 40 nm outermost
zone width and 110 nm diameter.

4.2. Results and discussion

The main objective of the experiments was to identify
the dynamics of the nucleation mechanism based on the
work of Scharifker and Hills [91]. One can distinguish
between two mechanisms, instantaneous and progressive.
Progressive nucleation corresponds to a slow growth of nuclei
on a small and increasing number of active sites, activated
during electroreduction. Instantaneous nucleation corresponds
instead to the fast growth of nuclei on many active sites, all
activated at the same time [92].

The theoretical models for instantaneous and progressive
nucleation predict a peak in the current versus time curves
obtained by chronoamperometry. By best fitting the theoretical
forms to the curve, one could in principle distinguish between
progressive and instantaneous growth [91]. In our case,
however, this was not possible because chronoamperometry
gave no peak at all—see figure 16.

We could speculate that bubble adsorption is the cause of
peak absence. A bubble is indeed seen in the microradiograph

Figure 16. Transient current measured during the electrodeposition
of Cu. The electrolyte composition was 0.05M CuSO4 and 0.5M
H2SO4, and the applied voltage was −0.5 V.

Figure 17. X-ray microradiograph taken during the
electrodeposition. The arrow marks the boundary of a hydrogen
bubble.

of figure 17, taken with Zernike phase contrast. Whatever
the reason for the peak absence, the bottom line is that
chronoamperometry cannot help us in identifying the growth
mechanism.

By contrast, microradiology can dynamically detect the
growth, as shown for example in figure 18, where we see
Cu clusters produced by a 0.05M CuSO4 electrolyte. The
microradiographs were taken 2, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 s after
the beginning of electrodeposition. We see new clusters being
gradually generated: this immediately identifies the growth
mechanism as progressive.

We marked in figure 18 as ‘1’ and ‘2’ two groups of clusters
whose growth initiated at different times, approximately 10 and
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Figure 18. X-ray microradiographs taken during Cu electrodeposition with the same conditions as the previous two figures. The images
were taken (a) 2, (b) 10, (c) 20, (d) 30, (e) 40 and (f ) 50 s after the electrodeposition started. The white circles mark two groups of clusters
whose growth initiated at two different times, providing direct evidence for the progressive growth mode.

Figure 19. Log–log plot of the average cluster diameter as a
function of time for the two groups marked in the previous figure.

20 s. Note, however, that the spatial resolution was limited in
this case to 45 nm in order to take images in a short time:
smaller clusters could not be reliably detected.

By analysing the cluster size growth with time, we
revealed an interesting feature: the growth is different for
clusters starting at different times. This can be seen from the
log–log plots of figure 19 for the cluster groups ‘1’ and ‘2’:
the curves suggest a r = Ata law, where r is the radius, t is the
time and A is a constant. The value of a is markedly different
for the two groups: 0.69 for group 1 and 0.93 for group 2.

Theoretically [90], for the clusters that begin immediately
to grow we expect a diffusion-limited mechanism leading to
hemispherical shapes. The cluster being reasonably far from
each other, the diffusion for one of them does not affect the
neighbours. This gives an r = At1/2 law.

Radisic et al [89, 90] found with transmission electron
microscopy that this regime only lasts for 1–3 s. Afterwards,
the diffusion areas for different clusters start to overlap and the

expected law is r = At1/6. Qualitatively, these theoretical
values are consistent with the decrease in the parameter a

with time derived from figure 19. Quantitatively, however,
our values are larger than the corresponding theoretical values
1/2 = 0.5 and 1/6 = 0.17. This raises some questions about
the diffusion model and its applicability.

Can x-ray microscopy also detect instantaneous growth?
We addressed this issue by forcing the growth to become
instantaneous: this was accomplished by increasing the
electrolyte concentration. Figures 20–23 show the cluster
growth for different concentrations. We note the change in
the growth regime: in figure 20, the number of nucleation
sites progressively increases with time, as in figure 18. In
figures 21–23, the nucleation sites are all activated at the same
time.

Figure 24 summarizes the results for the two regimes by
showing the number of clusters per unit area as a function
of time. We clearly see the increase for the two cases of
progressive growth, and the constant behaviour for the other
three. In addition, note that the rate of increase is larger for the
smaller electrolyte concentration. And the constant number
of clusters per unit area is higher for the higher electrolyte
concentrations in the second regime.

The two different growth modes also correspond to
different growth laws. To probe this point, we analysed the
growth for individual clusters and derived the exponent of the
growth law as for figure 19. The results are shown in figure 25
as distribution histograms of the law exponents, for different
electrolyte concentrations. For the progressive mode, we see
mostly low values, below 1. For the instantaneous mode, larger
values prevail.

5. Future trends

The techniques discussed in this paper did not reach their
ultimate performances and significant improvements can be
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Figure 20. X-ray microradiographs during Cu electrodeposition with a 0.09M CuSO4 electrolyte, taken (a) 3, (b) 12, (c) 21, (d) 30, (e) 39
and (f ) 48 s after the electrodeposition started. Here again we see progressive growth.

Figure 21. X-ray microradiographs for a 0.13M CuSO4 electrolyte, taken at (a) 0, (b) 3, (c) 6, (d) 9, (e) 12 and (f ) 15 s, indicating
instantaneous growth.

Figure 22. X-ray microradiographs for a 0.17M CuSO4 electrolyte, taken at (a) 3, (b) 9, (c) 15, (d) 21, (e) 27 and (f ) 33 s, again indicating
instantaneous growth.
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Figure 23. X-ray microradiographs for a 0.21M CuSO4 electrolyte, taken at (a) 0, (b) 3, (c) 6, (d) 9, (e) 12 and (f ) 15 s, indicating
instantaneous growth as the two previous figures.

Figure 24. Nucleation site density as a function of time for different
electrolytes.

expected in several directions. The staining procedures can
become more effective, specifically as far as the fraction of
stained cells is concerned. The FZP fabrication procedure can
be further improved in several respects. As seen, the landmark
of 10 nm resolution is at a reaching distance, and even that is
unlikely to be the ultimate level.

In more general terms, all x-ray imaging techniques
will certainly profit from the revolution underway in source
technology. Quite recently, the first X-FEL was commissioned
at Stanford [93]. And, as mentioned, the mechanism
of seeding for X-FELs was successfully demonstrated at
the FERMI X-FEL in Trieste (Elettra laboratory) [17].
X-FELs are bringing to imaging unprecedented levels of
peak brightness, several orders of magnitude higher than
synchrotrons. Furthermore, they bring full (diffraction
limited) space coherence over their entire spectral range. And,
with seeding, the time coherence also becomes extremely high.
Imaging techniques based on phase contrast will certainly
profit from the new levels of coherence.

However, FZPs have not been used so far in X-FELs.
Additional work in fabrication, even about the basic structure,
is required to enable FZPs to perform under the very intense
emission. Several ideas were proposed, including using
alternate materials such as diamond [38, 39] to construct the
nanostructures to achieve long-term stability. One could
also envision high throughput fabrication [94, 95] so that
the zone plates become ‘disposable’ considering the relative
low repetition rate of X-FELs. Some applications, such as
using FZP to image the x-ray stimulated fluorescence, do not
require the device to handle intense x-rays and are feasible
without major modifications of the current FZP fabrication
technology.

Microradiology, however, does not need to wait for these
future improvements to strongly contribute to life science and
materials science research. The examples presented in this
review shows that the present performances are quite good
for this task. The forthcoming progress will further broaden
its impact and open entirely new domains of applications, in
particular for fine radiology at the subcellular level.
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